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ABSTRACT

This paper compares the implementa—
tion of different types of phonological
rules in a system providing limited
dialect normalization. Dialect normali-
zation will be sketched briefly, as a
means of simplifying the speaker-
normalization task.

Two phonological-rule implementa-
tions' are compared: a representative of
parsing by finite-state deterministic
automata similar to those in Koskeniemmi
[1] and of context-free phrase—structure
rules like those proposed by Church [2].

INTRODUCTION

Automatic speech recognition (ASE)
devices for continuous speech are forced
to take account of rule-governed varia—
tion in the acoustic signal in a way
that isolated-word recognizers are not.
In the latter, recognition can be
treated as a problem for sophisticated
pattern matching. Continuous-speech
recognizers, on the other hand, must
attempt to cope with the inevitable
acoustic variation resulting from, among
other things, language—specific regular-
ities governing the realization of seg-
ments or syllables in specific environ—
ments, that is, phonological rules.

The idea that rule-governed varia-
tion in the speech signal can best be
handled by some analogue to a linguist's

' phonological rules is not in itself new.
Several recognition devices which grew
out of the ARPA project in 1971—1976
used rules to expand base dictionaries
into dictionaries containing (it was
hoped) all possible phonetic realiza-
tions of the dictionary's words [3].
With a realistically large rule set and
large vocabulary, this sort of expansion
is likely to become impractical. The

implementations discussed here run in
‘the other direction, that'is, rules are
applied to a labeled, segmented input
string to produce candidates for match-
ing to a fixed set of lexical entries.
Our interest here is, however, not the
direction the rules run, but the con-
straints on the power of the rule for—
malism and on constraining their appli-
cation.

LINGUISTICS AND SPEECH RECOGNITION

Linguists' phonological descrip—
tions of the last quarter-century have
been overwhelmingly cast in the form of
a single set of context-sensitive
transformational rules, that is, ruleswhich are capable of rewriting the
phrase markers making up a string, in
this case phonetic segments. The direc-
tion of operation should be irrelevant,
so lexical items can be transformed into
surface strings and vice versa.

Such a phonological grammar com-
ponent has at least two major problems,
concerning dialect and the formal power
of the rules. It is impractical to try
to design a single pandialectal set of
rules for a recognition system to map
inputs onto a single lexicon. Though it
is imaginable that one set of rules
could be written that would correctly
map an input string onto the intended
string of lexemes, it would in the pro—
cess generate a considerable number of
false mappings due to the application of
rules which, by virtue of belonging‘to a
different dialect, played no part in the
production of the input. Training to an
individual speaker might get around this
problem (assuming for the moment that
the mapping from one dialect's phonolog-
ical system to another’s is isomorphic),
but at the cost of sacrificing general-
ity that could be captured by the proper
rules. This can be handled'by the use
of dialect normalization, in which an
initial training phase establishes not-
only idiosyncratic but dialectal charac-
teristics of the speaker, and uses these
to determine what subset of rules is the
most suitable. Thi strategy is used in
the ASR section If the Cambridge Alvey
project.
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encoding of phonological processes, many
de endent - phonotactically possible. Its altera— P°iht- In contrast to Church's parser

.f th rules in a phOnO'q _- ; .ofr them ‘COhteXtuatlyd nepas a 'b 1ht° ‘ - tions of input therefore only consist of- the rules are context—sensitive, and the

. apt evenofient eare marked for which- “ - contexttee-tulesréichgca1 structfiEt0‘ the insertion of nonterminal symbols, in parse i5 left—to-right.

3991°at Eggp apply to, the context- _ duct '9f ethefiebéiast parser. The c329, this case syllable and foot elements. _ , _
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tenSI‘lve' bl matic This is textual depen en d d - 9 - phonological processes involving segment system the advantage 0f not needing word

15“ 15 itself -proom: case; impossible successive segments arilggigsean3h§° the insertion (e.g. epenthetic [t]) and boundaries to be specified in advance,

i becausei itl 15 igcznstruct the Rte' higher-level ugits giger to handle ezgi, deletion (e.g. disappearance of schwa and so_ avaiding the problems caused by

to “h que y strin because of the thus enabling _ e g recesses with y . _ vowels). Such rule—governed alterations the reliance Of a whole—word matcher Oh

trsnsformation f g'tional rules to context-conditione _P 't out ‘ in the segments are also troublesome for reliable word boundaries. It differs,

ability of transeggmaln practice: this requiring the generatizgmcapggi eafl a . __ their ability to_yield surface realiza— however, in the set of strings it will

modiiy ghzaseamariven- phonetic surface conteXt‘seheltlve iii: which aspiggte' tions which violate the phonotactics of pass and 1“ the types 0f {“195 that it

can‘ eab ‘o trageable to several Possi- the rule 1“ Eng . s llable-init‘es English. To. avoid rejection of such can express. The flfSt difference 15

String eing cal strings analogous to voiceless stops 1h id as a h 1a1 strings, a.recpgnition system would have due to the structure Of the two—level

< ble p Eho oghbiouity (something similar position would be ixpress P rase to broaden its allowable input, either. parser, and_ ,1? not connected to

fighthg EEn with' context-free rules as structUre rule suc as by listing numerous alternative realiza- contEteeHSItIVLty 1h rules. Church's

. ll p~when several structures are h h ‘- tions of‘a word in the lexiCon, yielding Parser _1rSt Clusters the input segments

to _. d to a iven segment string; but onset * ph I t I k .. a system like that produced by the lexi— into _higher—leve1 units, which are then

' :isxgggctice the problem is much less con expansion rules mentioned above, or 2:22E;n lifiéeal seafich. In th: twoileve:

. by increasing the number of rules to '. searc 15 an 1“ egra par

severe). _ expanding some nontermihalt symbol lfor allow several optional rewritings of the Of par51ng the input string. Since the

As in much recent work in syntax. syllable onset into aspira e aKOice ess proper non: terminal symbols. Either rules are comparing input and lexical

; 1 tion is to restrict the power of stops. Thus, when parSIn b 1 input alternative increases the number of strings, a parse may fail simply because

tn: f0 “As examples of context—sensitive string, such Segmehte :09 t e abeled parses of a string and so reduces the one of the 1hPUt words is h°t present in

in e:ésrm3ticn5- versus formally more as syllable onsets, Whic h1h_ urn 1Y°hld advantage of context-free over context— the. lexicon (compare this With the

ran- t.‘ d rules two incicgical allow the parser to hypot eSize sy able sensitive rules. 1ex1con—independent output of the Church

c::::::in:ill be 'discussed hex one boundaries for dictionary lockup. parser). The advantage of this is that

F~ -5‘ f _ 1 _ . . many unusable anal ses (consi t' f

~ ~. , — ree -u es, . Context senSitive rules _ _Y. S lng o

uSing hexclgiéigig 5:2: :ghtext Specifi- This is fine, as far as it goes. phonotactically legitimate nonwords) are

the ct er*:e res;ective strengths and However. the SYStenl (at least as ChUICh The implementation used here as an filtered OUt early. The second differ-

cation. “sf thertvo systems will serve presents it) suffers from two types 0f example of context—sensitive parsing is ence is. that WhICh we have been

tiaigi::::ate sene Cf the requiresents a problem. one SpeCifle and Systen- the ’two—level' parser developed first emhhaSIZIhg! that rules are allowed

he ale ical atae‘ar needs to fulfill. oriented. one more general and based on by Koskenniemi [1]_ Though his inten— which. rewrite segment labels, thus
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PHQNOLOGICAL PARS terized as a perfect-input reqUirement. gule im legehtategl 1t 3: phonological

> eure This refers to the system's reguirement P 1 n as we '

Cc: ext-free rules in g whrase—§;£g;;;;_ of Perfect, fine-grained phonetic label- The core of two-level parsing is CONCLUSION

choosiccv - ing. and the censgqgegeiengeig tgotIaa its encoding of rules into nondeter—

n - 1in~, or even 0 a e 1 _ . rca ministic finite-state a ' ' t '
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Nonetheless, a context—sensitive

formalism cannot be said to_be optimaé.

The very power which enables it to 2n 2

i ‘
the effects of processes which de ea

1 ‘
‘ ' 'context—free rules also overgenerates

mappings between the input and the-1ex1—

: .. -.- a con. The obvious next step is. to flnd

1 ' ways to prune these mappings. EW:

- ' :“T’~’” ‘methods are already indpsg. Que 1% .t 2 -

-

of automatically checking the'lexacon 2

.. . see whether. - it. contains.- .ugbrsegmend

sequences which the rules produce: a: . .

~ceasing to follow any hypothesized ou - . -

~put -which contains nonwords. The other

is the reliance on an early deciSion .as

to the speaker's dialect to determine

‘ ,which subset of the existing rules w111

' ' be “applied to an input string, rathei

than simply trying to handle a1

dialects with one large rule set.

Another possibility would be to apply

some rules only when the system foun

evidence of fast-speech phenomena.

Further reduction in the number of

hypotheses could be achieved by the use

of syntactic knowledge, to forbid p

sequences of lexical items that cannot

be syntactically parsed.
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